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if you would like to be put in your wallet and get your gta v ultimate trainer just follow the instructions below; click on
the link, download the file to your pc, unzip the file and delete the game from your computer. note that if the trainer is
successful, you will be in-game in about 5 minutes (a second replay of the save on legit is required). once the trainer

saves your game, it will appear as if you were playing a legit copy. the savegames created by this trainer are not
playable on legit since they are being offered to you at no cost. if you would like to play this trainer, you will need to
skip the previous mission and go straight to the mission created by the trainer. the limitations in the game are very
limited in the game and the feeling of playing a free world game can be felt in every frame of the game except for a
few exceptions. there is a ton load of things that can be discovered within the game making it even more enthralling
to play. the open-world game offers enough doses of violence and various other elements that make up a gangster

life. there are also a ton a lot of other elements as well like riding bikes, cars, flying helicopters, riding limousines and
boats that adds up to all the gaming experience. but the gtasource site is indeed down for downloading any mods. and
the people below were talking about the gtasource site being down. this was probably because the gtasource site got

hacked. that's why people were asking about the gtasource site being down. some people were also talking about
other peoples mods being there. i don't even know if the forum was down. gtasource seemed to be down because the

forum had been hacked. i haven't seen any mods there in weeks. perhaps these people are some sort of bot.
tevanorcmp ( talk ) 05:57, april 23, 2015 (utc)
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thanks for the different points of view and feedback on the subject. i agree that this should be strictly adhered to and
don't think that adhering to copyright law is infringing on creativity. the only people i would do this for would be

people who have created their own mods or created their own vehicles. i don't think it should be beyond this though,
though i agree that it shouldn't be turned into a free advertising tool for those who have created mods, etc. it's

important to remember that not everybody wants to build cars, etc., so i'm not sure how you would define who should
be allowed to use this and who shouldn't. you should also note that this is not up to me though, but rather rockstar
and the license agreement. and please note i am not affiliated with rockstar, i just want to know what the license

agreement says and if it allows for any modification whatsoever to be used freely. anyways, that's all i've got for now.
good luck, and i hope the wiki fills up with good stuff! sweet, he explained to me why he moved me up. if you're

interested, just click on the categories on the left and click the tag for "gta3" on the category called "consequences" at
the top of the page. gfax ( talk ) 23:04, april 23, 2015 (utc) modification file for gta. stock (no modifications)

[download]: the file should be automatically recognized by the game. so just get a copy of your game, run it, and it
should start automatically. the authors of this file, in terms of modifications, are: modification file for gta. mods (no

modifications) [download]: the file should be automatically recognized by the game. so just get a copy of your game,
run it, and it should start automatically. the authors of this file, in terms of modifications, are: 5ec8ef588b
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